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New York Times bestselling author Bret Easton Ellis’ 

first novel, Less Than Zero, defined a generation—now,  
25 years later, he follows those desperate teenagers into  

an even more deeply fraught middle age. 
Twenty-five years have passed since the events 
chronicled in Less Than Zero, and Clay Easton, now 
a successful screenwriter, has returned from a brief 
stint in New York City to Los Angeles, where he's   
helping to cast his newest movie, The Listeners.  But 
the more things have changed, the more they stay the 
same, and Clay is soon drifting around in his familiar 
old circle.  There's his vulnerable former girlfriend, 
Blair, and her husband, Trent, now a high-powered 
agent but still a bisexual philanderer; and the parties 
they host at their Beverly Hills mansion are filled with 
Hollywood types of various levels of fame and fortune 
and power.  There's his childhood friend Julian, a    
recovering addict running an ultra-discreet, high-class 
escort service, and their old dealer Rip Millar,          
reconstructed and face-lifted nearly beyond recogni-
tion, who nowadays is involved in activities far more 
sinister than those of his  notorious past. 
 
But Clay has demons of his own, and they threaten to 
destroy him once he becomes involved with Rain 
Turner, a gorgeous, much younger actress whom he 
has promised a role in his movie, exploiting her as 
best he can until he grows emotionally attached.     
Before long he realizes she has mysterious             
connections to not only Julian and Rip but also Kelly 
Montrose, a producer whose gruesomely violent death is suddenly very much the talk of the town.  
And as Clay's life spirals out of control, he is forced to plumb the dark recesses of his character and 
fully come to terms with his capacity for betrayal. 
 
As bleak and stylish as the era-defining Less Than Zero, Imperial Bedrooms will be the book    
of the season for Bret's devoted fans and should also win him a whole new generation of readers. 
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Praise for Bret Easton Ellis’ previous novels: 
 

"Addictive...sublime...exquisite...stirringly executed...A phantasmagoria of  
love and loss, a fusion of hallucination and wisdom."  

—The New York Times-Lunar Park 
 

"One of the most disturbing novels I've read in a long time.  It possesses  
an unnerving air of documentary reality."  

—The New York Times-Less Than Zero 
 

"Serves to establish Mr. Ellis's reputation further as one of the primary 
 inside sources in upper-middle-class America's continuing investigation of  

what has happened to its children." 
 —The New York Times Book Review-The Rules of Attraction 

 
“The Informers is spare, austere, elegantly designed, telling in detail,  

Coolly ferocious, sardonic in its humor...Truly unsettling.” 
—The New York Times Book Review-The Informers 

 
“Ellis is fast becoming a writer of real American genius."  

—GQ-Glamorama 
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